For over 50 years, Jeron has designed and manufactured “made in the USA” life safety solutions for institutional environments. Jeron’s line of Provider Nurse Call Systems have continued to evolve to meet the growing needs of our healthcare customers. Today, the Provider 680 Nurse Call System leverages the latest VoIP, Ethernet, and SIP technologies supporting a facility-wide solution for instantaneous alerting and reliable clear communications.

Integral to a reliable system is the local service and support provided through the Jeron distributor network. Jeron distributors are factory trained and certified on Provider nurse call and deliver 24/7 system support. They are local to your facility for timely on-site service and support.

The combination of a quality product and distributor support network lets Jeron stand behind the Provider 680 system with an industry leading five-year warranty.

To find out more about the Jeron Provider 680 Nurse Call and to schedule a consultation, contact Jeron at 1-800-621-1903 or visit us at www.jeron.com

7501 N. Natchez Avenue  •  Niles, IL  60714  •  773-275-1900  •  Fax: 773-275-0283
www.jeron.com  •  sales@jeron.com

Explore the flexible options available on the Provider 680 Nurse Call System.

Supporting Safety and Well-Being through Advanced Alerting and Communications.
Wireless Benefits

- Quieter environment by reducing overhead paging
- Enhanced staff mobility leaving more time for direct care
- Streamlined workflows for increased productivity
- Less wasted time searching for staff

Explore the flexible options available
on the Provider 680 Nurse Call System

Focused on Safety: Fall Prevention and Wandering
Provider 680 uses multiple modes of alerting to notify caregivers of active safety risks and situations so they can respond quickly. These urgent calls indicate over the originating station’s associated dome light in the corridor and annunciate throughout the unit at nurse console(s), duty station(s), and optionally over one or more caregivers’ personal wireless device.

Bed Exit Monitoring
Bed exit alerts alarm when a resident or patient gets out of bed.

Bathroom Station with Intercom
Instead of risking a fall on their way back to bed, patients or residents in the bathroom can tell caregivers exactly what they need.

Door Exit Monitoring
Secured doors are monitored for unauthorized egress. When an exit alarm occurs, caregivers are instantly alerted.

A Reliable and Affordable Solution
...Driving Safety and Satisfaction

Wireless Call, Alerting and Communication
Provider 680’s wireless options add mobility for patients, residents and staff while keeping them always connected. Wireless pendants for residents mean they are just a button press away from assistance anywhere within the facility. Wireless phones or pocket pagers route alerts directly to individual caregivers or an entire caregiver team in an urgent situation.

Streamline Workflows
As a facility-wide nurse call network, Provider 680 allows nursing units to work together for a cohesive communications solution. Accommodating changes in census or staff levels during different times of the day, calls can be routed to Nurse Consoles in adjoining areas or to any Nurse Console in the facility. The flexibility to reroute calls balances workloads and makes sure calls annunciate at a staffed nurse console for a timely response.

The multiple modes of alerting on Provider 680 quickly notify caregivers of active calls to speed response. The dome light outside each patient/resident room visually directs caregivers to active calls. The duty stations in key staff locations notify caregivers of active calls in the area. The Nurse Console at the nursing station lets caregivers answer and triage calls to dispatch staff for additional assistance.

Provider 680 Nurse Call System has a continuum of alerting and communication options to meet the needs and budgets of Skilled Nursing, Sub-Acute, Rehab, and other Long Term Care facilities. Step-saving options are at the heart of Provider 680, with scalable workflow tools to drive resident, patient and caregiver satisfaction in a safe healing environment.

"Always Available" Cost-Saving Technology
Leveraging Ethernet technology and Voice over IP (VoIP) audio, the Provider 680 system readily scales to any size facility and easily integrates with the most popular wireless technology. Networking technology also makes the system reliable and less expensive to install and maintain. Important Provider 680 nurse call components are continuously supervised to ensure they are working when residents, patients, and staff need them. The networked technology lets technicians troubleshoot remotely while simple plug-and-play replacement makes for quick repairs of field devices.

Leveraging Ethernet technology and Voice over IP (VoIP) audio, the Provider 680 system readily scales to any size facility and easily integrates with the most popular wireless technology. Networking technology also makes the system reliable and less expensive to install and maintain. Important Provider 680 nurse call components are continuously supervised to ensure they are working when residents, patients, and staff need them. The networked technology lets technicians troubleshoot remotely while simple plug-and-play replacement makes for quick repairs of field devices.
The Jeron Provider 680 Nurse Call System has a continuum of alerting and communication options to meet the needs and budgets of Skilled Nursing, Sub-Acute, Rehab, and other Long Term Care facilities. Step-saving options are at the heart of Provider 680, with scalable workflow tools to drive resident, patient and caregiver satisfaction in a safe healing environment.

**Wireless Benefits**
- Quieter environment by reducing overhead paging
- Enhanced staff mobility leaving more time for direct care
- Streamlined workflows for increased productivity
- Less wasted time searching for staff

**Streamline Workflows**
As a facility-wide nurse call network, Provider 680 allows nursing units to work together for a cohesive communications solution. Accommodating changes in census or staff levels during different times of the day, calls can be routed to Nurse Consoles in adjoining areas or to any Nurse Console in the facility. The flexibility to reroute calls balances workloads and makes sure calls annunciate at a staffed nurse console for a timely response.

The multiple modes of alerting on Provider 680 quickly notify caregivers of active calls to speed response. The domelight outside each patient/resident room visually directs caregivers to active calls. The duty stations in key staff locations notify caregivers of active calls in the area. The Nurse Console at the nursing station lets caregivers answer and triage calls to dispatch staff for additional assistance.

**Always Available** Cost-Saving Technology
Leveraging Ethernet technology and Voice over IP (VoIP) audio, the Provider 680 system readily scales to any size facility and easily integrates with the most popular wireless technology. Networking technology also makes the system reliable and less expensive to install and maintain. Important Provider 680 nurse call components are continuously supervised to ensure they are working when residents, patients, and staff need them. The networked technology lets technicians troubleshoot remotely while simple plug-and-play replacement makes for quick repairs of field devices.

**Focused on Safety: Fall Prevention and Wandering**
Provider 680 uses multiple modes of alerting to notify caregivers of active safety risks and situations so they can respond quickly. These urgent calls indicate over the originating station’s associated dome light in the corridor and annunciate throughout the unit at nurse console(s), duty station(s), and optionally over one or more caregivers’ personal wireless device.

- **Bed Exit Monitoring**
  Bed exit alert alarm when a resident or patient gets out of bed.

- **Bathroom Station with Intercom**
  Instead of taking a fall on their way back to bed, patients or residents in the bathroom can tell caregivers exactly what they need.

- **Door Exit Monitoring**
  Secured doors are monitored for unauthorized egress. When an exit alarm occurs, caregivers are instantly alerted.

**Wireless Options**
- SIP Wireless Phones
- Text Messaging & Pocket Paging
- Resident Call Pendants

Explore the flexible options available on the Provider 680 Nurse Call System
For over 50 years, Jeron has designed and manufactured “made in the USA” life safety solutions for institutional environments. Jeron’s line of Provider Nurse Call Systems have continued to evolve to meet the growing needs of our healthcare customers. Today, the Provider 680 Nurse Call System leverages the latest VoIP, Ethernet, and SIP technologies supporting a facility-wide solution for instantaneous alerting and reliable clear communications.

Integral to a reliable system is the local service and support provided through the Jeron distributor network. Jeron distributors are factory trained and certified on Provider nurse call and deliver 24/7 system support. They are local to your facility for timely on-site service and support.

The combination of a quality product and distributor support network lets Jeron stand behind the Provider 680 system with an industry leading five-year warranty.

To find out more about the Jeron Provider 680 Nurse Call and to schedule a consultation, contact Jeron at 1-800-621-1903 or visit us at www.jeron.com.